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. Dear Vince, 

I've been pretty busy so the work on the autopsy has slowed down. A medical - 
satdent pointed out one way the Commission could get around part of my analysis 
so the work is beeoming quite complicated. I have also found that I'm going to 
-have to do some reading on head wounds before I can put the whole thing together. 
Furthermore, the Commission's drawings are only artist's conceptions and there- 
fore do not match the true dimensions and proportions of a real head. Not only 
that, but the second diagram has his head at an unnatural agsle so that I am 
having a geeat deal of trouble checking it’s accuracy out anatomically. In any 
event, you'll be the first to get it if-f ever manage to put it all together and 
make sense out of it. (I wouldn't consider using myself in any published art- 
ciles since the people out here are so ndave that I have my hands full jast 
setting out the basic facts of the case. You write for a much better informed 
public.). . 

My articles are due to come out in the Minneapolis Star-Tribune in a week 
or so. They are only going to do a little editing to shorten them, although | 
they said that they really didn't want to cut out any of the content. 

I have arranged a lecture by Mark Lane on campus here for early in April — 
and am in the process of negociating for a showing of his film also. Lane's 
generally a fairly good speaker to arouse people's interest. 

You're probably right about the forged autopsy and X-Rays. I have been 
trying to get Mary Ann Moorman'’s address. If you know it, please drop me a 
card when you get the change. Also, do you know which Commission Document 
(concerning the man called "Brown") is referred to th the Greater Phila. Mag. 
I can't find any reference to the FBI report in my notes. 7 

I have some other info in which you may be interested which I will send 
you soon, , 

n Sincerely yours, 

Gary Richard Schoener


